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Workshop	Participants	
 
 
 

Sara Bigwood 
Principal/Coach 
Sara Bigwood 
Brabant Wallon, Belgium 
grow@sarabigwood.com| www.sarabigwood.com 
 
 

Sara helps leaders wake Up (be conscious) to Grow Up (expand your conscious mind) to bring their best 
Self at work.  
As an agile development coach she wants to close the gap between the complexity of the world and the 
complexity of mind by developing leadership agility to keep pace with the rate of change. How? Through 
development programs, coaching, and writing using Adult Development Theory (Leadership Agility, The 
Leadership Circle, ORSC...). 
 
She writes books about parenting to help parents guide, love and accept their children. Her latest book 
is ‘Raise a Human Being, Not a Consumer.” 
 
 
 

Dana Carman  
Coach 
Dana Carman Integral Consulting 
Portland, OR, USA 
dana@danacarmanintegral.com| n/a 
 
Since 1986 Dana Carman has been a pioneer in developing and delivering 

transformational and developmental coaching, consulting and leader development approaches to 
executives, managers and consultants globally. Dana has deep experience in the healthcare sector 
working in North America and Australia, helping his market leading clients flourish in the face of 
increasing complexity. 
 
Since 1996 Dana has "road tested" Integral and developmental approaches to dozens of organizational 
change efforts, developing an experiential model based on what works. Working from a developmental, 
action research approach, Dana assists clients in navigating their biggest real world challenges while 
moving through personal and professional transformation in a unique and personalized way. Dana's 
brand of Leader Development integrates action and learning simultaneously. Dana is at his best when 
new capacities are needed in order to achieve results that appeared unattainable heretofore.  
 
Dana spends time almost every day in the natural world. He brings his joy and connection to nature into 
his work in unique and practical ways, including leading executives on Integral Journeys, that integrate 
both wilderness and urban adventure in service of organizational innovation and transformation.  
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Petra Ervanius 
Partner 
Gaia Leadership 
Stockholm, Sweden 
petra.ervanius@gaialeadership.com| https://gaialeadership.se 
 
 

Petra is a certified Coach, Cognitive Behavioural Therapist and Business Economist with many years’ 
experience of working with people in different situations, from different cultures and countries. With 
her solid experience she helps help you and/or your company to see new opportunities, reach your next 
goals, and to develop as a person and a team. It is all about business and personal growth, at the same 
time. 
 
Her background is in the areas of marketing and management, mainly in large international companies. 
She has always enjoyed working with people and is genuinely interested and curious about our 
psychology. What drives people? What makes each of us unique? How can we change ourselves? How 
can we learn to use more or other areas of our capacities and qualities? How can we contribute more to 
ourselves, to others and to our world?  
 
 

Jesse Fewell 
Founder & Principal Coach 
Fewell Innovation, LLC 
Falls Church, VA, USA 
email@jessefewell.com| n/a 
 
 

Jesse is an author, coach, and trainer who helps senior leaders from Boston to Beijing transform their 
organizations to achieve more innovation, collaboration, and business agility. A management pioneer, 
he founded and grew the original Agile Community of Practice within the Project Management Institute 
(PMI), has served on leadership subcommittees for the Scrum Alliance, and written publications 
reaching over a half-million readers in eleven languages. 
 
Jesse has taught, keynoted, or coached thousands of leaders and practitioners across thirteen countries 
on 5 continents. His industry contributions earned him a 2013 IEEE Computer Society Golden Core 
Award. 
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Andreas Grohmann 
Principal 
CO-Improve GmbH & Co. KG  
Eschborn, Germany 
ag@co-improve.com| www.co-improve.com 
 
 

Andreas has worked in the automotive industry for 16 years in various positions, most of them in R&D. 
In addition to his professional expertise, he is a committed leader who believes in empowerment and 
the power of a working diverse team. His passion is e-mobility. He used to be project manager at a 
German premium manufacturer. 
 
Customers benefit most from Andreas interdisciplinary thinking and his joy in working with people. As a 
graduate businessman with extensive experience in R&D, but also in production, strategy and 
organizational development, he applies various perspectives and knows how to create a big picture. 
Above all, he is motivated by collaboration on an equal footing. He can adjust well to his counterpart 
and hits the right tone, whether talking to blue collar workers or board members. He knows that good 
ideas will only become valuable once they have been implemented. 
 
Andreas is the spontaneous creative head who finds the right way even in turbulent situations and he is 
always good for a surprise. As a passionate road and mountain biker he fits well into the CO Improve 
Team. As a happy family man he likes to spend his leisure time with his beloved ones. 
 
 

Jeannine Gury 
Senior Consultant 
The Telos Institute 
Cleveland, Ohio, USA 
jeannine@thetelosinstitute.com| www.thetelosinstitute.com 
 
 

Jeannine works with organizations to develop the skills of their leaders while simultaneously working 
with employee motivation. Employee engagement is critical in today’s environment and must be 
intimately linked with leadership development. In fact, leadership development is a key component to 
keeping your employees engaged. She coaches leaders to understand their motivations and develop 
their competencies to achieve overall success. She coaches employees to align their passions and 
careers, claiming their personal leadership enabling organizational success. 
 
They work together to develop employees’ leadership capabilities so they can be more effective in their 
current role or to prepare them to take on a higher-level role. As part of our work together, they identify 
the competencies on which they will focus and make a development action plan to address how they 
will develop those competencies. They often utilize 360 feedback to help inform an action plan. 
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Eva Gysling 
Owner 
Blue Agile GmbH 
Bern, Switzerland 
eva.gysling@blueagile.ch| n/a 
 
 

Agile Coach & Trainer (since 2007) 
• Agile Leadership 
• Agile Transformation 
• Agile Scaling 
• Scrum, Kanban, XP 
• Scrum Master 
• Head of Agile 
• BSc in Computing (2009) 
• MSc in Management of Software Projects (2014) 
• Software Engineer (Smalltalk, Java) 
• Department Leader 
 
Former high-performance swimmer  

 
 

John Houghton 
Principal Coach 
John Houghton Strategic Coachingl 
Novato, CA, USA 
john@jrhstrategiccoaching.com| http://jrhstrategiccoaching.com 
 
John’s mission is guiding people through change and turbulence through 

development of leadership perspectives and skills, to equip them in relationships, business and life.  
 
 

Ken Kessler 
Coaching Network Director 
BGAV 
Henrico, VA, USA 
Ken.Kessler@bgav.org | www.bgav.org 
 
 

Ken says, “I have the habit of thinking less about myself than I should. God has given me many strengths 
and gifts that can impact people. I am not the only one on this journey. Many of our present traditional 
delivery systems for church and non-profit work are strategically changing. We can either create a 
leadership stance of survival or one of thriving in new opportunities and chances.”  
 
Ken works to help church leaders think carefully about what is next in their journeys. As a coach, he 
seeks to assist these leaders re-discover their sense of mission and value in a world that is changing.  
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He also has the privilege of teaching other people about coaching. His involvement in fifteen years of 
coaching gives him a unique perspective in helping others receive their certification through the 
International Coaching Federation through training and mentor coaching. 
 
 

 Mike Leber 
Agile Experts e.U. 
Vienna, Austria 
michael.leber@agileexperts.at| https://agileexperts.at 
 
 
 

Mike is an Agilist, Agile Coach, Program & Project Manager, Business Coach, Certified LEGO® SERIOUS 
PLAY® Facilitator. Targeting at good IT solutions, great projects and satisfied customers & teams. As a 
consultant he is asked for advice and solutions, that's what he provides based upon education and 
comprehensive experience. As a coach he is asked for guidance & feedback, that's what he can do as 
open minded human being with respect and reflection on meta levels. As a person I am happy to listen, 
learn and enjoy other people. Besides Consulting & Coaching, they train: Leadership seminars (such as 
Management 3.0 Foundation, Advanced and Enterprise classes), Lean Change Agent workshops, LKU 
Certified Kanban classes, Certified Scrum classes 
 
Agile Experts helps developing Agile organizations, establish Agile Leadership and implement Agile 
practices with a strong focus on fitness for purpose. Within the network they currently provide services 
mainly around Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Spain. 
 
 

Dan Montgomery 
Managing Director 
Agile Strategies LLC 
Boulder, CO, USA 
dmontgomery@agile-strategies.com| agile-strategies.com 
 
 

 
Building Strategic Agility with OKRs:  Agile enterprises are increasingly adopting a radical new approach 
to strategy execution with the unassuming name of Objectives and Key Results. OKRs are the day-to-day 
engine for strategic agility. OKRs originated in Silicon Valley firms including Intel, Google, LinkedIn and 
have spread to retail and service industries including Walmart, Target, The Guardian, Dun and 
Bradstreet and ING Bank. Unlike traditional top-down methods of planning, OKRs provide a simple, fast-
cadence, bottom-up process that engages each team’s perspective and creativity while honoring a 
variety of leadership styles and priorities. Using a rapid quarterly cycle with fast feedback reduces the 
risk of investing in new services or products that don’t provide value for your customers. 
 
Strategic Planning Re-Imagined:  OKRs are radically different from traditional planning methods. OKRs 
are set, evaluated and reset frequently – typically quarterly. At least 60% of the goals are set bottom-up, 
rather than being cascaded from a more global objective. This provides a much more engaging 
environment for goal-setting teams. 
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Dan’s services include speaking, training, executive coaching and workshop facilitation. He partners with 
CEOs, Chief Strategy Officers, Chief Human Resource Officers, and other leaders responsible for 
planning, human resources or training in their organizations. 
 
 

Kevin Nourse 
Executive Coach 
Nourse Leadership Strategies 
Palm Springs, CA, USA 
kevin@nourseleadership.com| www.nourseleadership.com 
 
 

Kevin is an executive coach, researcher, author, and professional speaker who has a passion for helping 
leaders resiliently navigate change.  After working in information technology, finance, and human 
resources roles, Kevin refocused his career on his passion for supporting the growth and success of 
leaders. Dr. Nourse founded Nourse Leadership Strategies (NLS) in 1991 and offers executive coaching, 
team effectiveness initiatives, and leadership development programs. His firm is based in Washington, 
DC and Los Angeles, CA.  
 
In addition to being an award-winning author, Kevin is on the faculty of the Fielding Graduate University 
Evidence Based Coaching Program. Current and former clients include American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association, Americas Essential Hospitals, Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, AstraZeneca, 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Cisco Systems, Desert Regional Medical Center, JPS Health, Kaiser-
Permanente, National Cancer Institute, Schools Nurses Association, T Rowe Price, and the US Food and 
Drug Administration. He is a member of the American College of Healthcare Executives, American 
Society for Association Executives (ASAE), California Society of Association Executives and the 
International Coach Federation.  
 
 

Taghi Paksima  
Enterprise Agile Coach 
improuv GmbH 
Munich, Germany 
taghi.paksima@improuv.com | https://improuv.com/ 
 
 

Taghi is an Enterprise Agile Coach and Certified Scrum Trainer. He has been in software/IT industry for 
the past 20 years and has served different roles on agile teams since 2008. He brings a valuable mixture 
of leadership, technical, and agile experience from fortune 100 organisations to start-ups. He takes joy 
and pride in helping organisations deliver more value through exploring better ways of developing 
products and services. In particular, he supports companies with Agile Transformation, Scaling and de-
scaling Agile, SAFe Adoption, Value Stream optimisation, DevOps transformation, and Lean/Agile 
Product and Portfolio management. Taghi speaks at public events promoting a pragmatic but holistic 
approach to product development involving a strong focus on both people and technical excellence. 
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He is a Certified Scrum Trainer (CST) with Scrum Alliance, Certified SAFe Program Consultant (SPC) with 
Scaled Agile Inc, Certified Kanban Management Professional (KMP) with Lean Kanban University and 
Certified Professional – Agility in the Enterprise (ICP-ENT) with International Consortium for Agile. 
Taghi is a partner at improuv GmbH and the founder of Agile Munich, an independent Community of 
Practice with over 2000 members. 
 
 

Ashwin Pasricha 
Founder & Principal Consultant 
Human Network 
Mumbai, India 
ashwinp@human-network.in| www.human-network.in 
 
 

Ashwin is the Founder, Executive Coach & Interventionist at “Human Network & Associates", a firm 
specializing in Leadership Development, Executive Coaching, Talent Assessment & Development and 
Custom OD Interventions.  
 
With over 30 years corporate & consulting experience across the industry, he is passionate about 
aligning the people development strategy with business Goals & objectives, and quantifying the ROI on 
Human Capital Development. 
 
Flagship offerings include High Performance Leadership, Executive Coaching for CXO & Business or 
Functional Heads, Performance Consulting for Intact Business Teams, Accelerated Development Track 
for high potential work groups and aligning culture with strategy to drive business performance.  
 
 

Gunther Reib 
Principal 
CO-Improve GmbH & Co. KG  
Eschborn, Germany 
gr@co-improve.com | www.co-improve.com 
 
 

Gunther is an international executive of finance and controlling with vast knowledge of creating and 
implementing growth strategies by using change management methods. International working 
experience in midsize family companies as well as international corporations in several manufacturing 
companies. Capacity to generate and implement corporate transformation processes using innovative 
solutions, focused on growth and efficiency increase. Ability to generate alliances within the 
organization with hands on mentality, close to the needs of internal and external clients.  
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Dave Silberman 
Chief Development Officer 
RedLeaf Ventures 
Tyler, TX, USA 
dave@silberman.email| n/a 
 
Dave’s central motivation is inspired by helping people and organizations achieve and 

exceed what they believe they can't do and accomplish even more. 
 
SPECIALTIES:  
● Innovation Strategy, Process & Change Management Implementation 
● Traditional /Agile Program Project Management & Lean Six Sigma 
● Corporate Level Curriculum Development & Training Execution 
● Technology Immersion & Operational Integration 
 
 

Itopa Sule 
Agile Coach 
38 Montreaux Crescent 
Vaughan, ON, Canada 
itopamsule@gmail.com | n/a 
 
Itopa is an Agile Practitioner focussing on Agile Product Development and 

Organizational Transformation Coaching. Itopa has several years of experience, successfully building, 
leading and coaching high performance teams, delivering great products/business solutions.  
 
Itopa stumbled on Agile and Lean software delivery framework around 2012 and he has never looked 
back since then. Having lead and coached several teams over these years, Itopa is convinced that in 
today's changing and volatile environment, teams, at all levels, need be Adaptive to stay relevant.  His 
passion is to help teams/organizations around the globe achieve balance between delivering customer 
value and creating happy working environment for employees/partners. 
 
 
 

Gene Sullivan 
Owner 
Gene Sullivan Coaching 
Santa Monica, CA, USA 
gene@genesullivancoaching.com | n/a 
 
 

Having a clear vision, developing great working relationships and dealing proactively with conflict create 
high-engagement high-performance work environments that are the key to building thriving 
organizations. Since 1987 Gene has been coaching and consulting Business Executives and 
Entrepreneurs as they expand their leadership capabilities and create great companies. His integrated 
approach leverages a leader's natural talent while building new mindsets and new behaviors. They begin 
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by establishing goals that address each executive's or team's aspirations and identified problems. Using 
a highly proven 360-degree assessment tool they then add objective input to the goal setting process. 
This opening process allows them to make sure they are working on the right things. 
 
 
 

Kerri Sutey 
Agile Coach, 
Kerri Sutey 
Austin, TX, USA 
ksutey@gmail.com | n/a 
 
 

Curiosity and courage are the pillars that lead to a fulfilled life. Kerri finds the greatest joy in exploring - 
whether it is traveling the world, hiking to new heights, or coaching leaders and teams on their agile 
journey. Her journey shifted from traditional project management to Scrum Master to Agile Coach to 
coach of coaches, to Enterprise Coach. And she has been fortunate to lead agile teams in modeling & 
simulation, cyber security, and marketing before making her way to IT. She has coached in the US Gov't, 
Technology, Oil and Gas, and Airline industries - taking an integral approach that values mindset, 
culture, and business outcomes as critical to achieving agility versus checking a framework box. Her 
passions are co-creating with others and celebrating the "aha” moments of collaboration, innovation, 
and learning.  
 
 
 

Esa Sütö 
Process Developer, Facilitator and Business Coach 
Helsinki, Finland 
esa.suto@gmail.com| www.creativecompassconsulting.fi 
 
 
 

Burning for process development, change management and culture change related activities. Burning 
for facilitating and coaching people and organizations in their waste reduction, process streamlining and 
change management. Advocating strongly for both process development and change management, with 
a solution and people-oriented, participatory approach following two tenets: Truly functioning teams 
have both functioning processes and functioning people, however, truly functioning processes can be 
built only by truly functioning people.  
 
Broad technical expertise (B.Sc. in Engineering), strong business understanding (B. Sc. in Economics) and 
strong knowledge and understanding of Lean Six Sigma (Lean Six Sigma Green Belt). Excellent language 
skills. Having a multicultural understanding and years of experience in international business 
environment (Scandinavia, Europe and Asia).  
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Minna Sütö 
Executive Coach 
Creative Compass Oy 
Uusimaa, Finland 
minna.suto@creativecompassconsulting.fi| www.creativecompassconsulting.fi 
 
 

Minna is a senior leadership coach and works with leaders, experts and teams, often at a time of 
personal or organisational change. Some of the themes she works with include leadership development, 
management and supervisory skills, team leadership, self leadership, personal and organisational values, 
coaching skills, career planning, effective communication & negotiation skills, conflict resolution & 
transformational change, creativity and non-fiction writing skills. Her clients describe me as a coach who 
listens deeply and offers both timely support and challenge.  
 
BACKGROUND 
Minna has a solid business background and an understanding of the complexity and demands fo 
business life, having served in senior leadership roles in Marketing, Communications, Business 
Development and HR. She is a Certified Business Coach (ICF) and Supervisor of Executives and Managers 
(STOry), with both a Master's degree in languages and BBA in Marketing. She bases her coaching 
approach on solution focused principles, neuroscience, systems theory and adult development theories. 
She uses professional assesment tools as appropriate. She spends her spare time with family & friends 
(and the late hours of the evenings working on a World-War II novel). 
 
 
Vincent Ulbrich 
Self-Employed - Organizational Development, UX Design, Business Modelling 
Berlin, Germany 
vincent.ulbrich@posteo.de| n/a 
 
Vincent is a passionate systems thinker and culture psychologist. He is strongly committed to collective 
and personal development and broad variety of fields of interest. He is constantly thinking about how to 
make the world a better place and how to find synergistic solutions to any issue.  
 
Vincent's assignments have included organizational development, mediation, agile project management 
and service enterprises. Vincent holds a degree in Business Psychology with a strong focus on culture 
psychology. He also took lots of trainings and online courses in the fields of business, coaching, 
psychology and personal growth (NLP, Spiral Dynamics, Kanban, Systemic Coaching, Meditation, Yoga, 
etc.). 
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Gerri Vereen 
Executive/Performance Coach 
Brookhaven, GA, USA 
gerrivereen@gmail.com|  
 
 
Gerri is a goal-oriented Performance Alignment Coach with over fifteen years 

experience in managing diverse and cross-functional teams within the areas of Internet Advertising, 
Operations and Technologies. She derives great personal satisfaction when coaching others who are 
facing challenges or major changes and by utilizing management and coaching skills, she can ably assists 
individuals and teams in developing action plans based on their business goals. She received her 
International Coaching Federation accreditation through SECA (Strategic Executive Coaching Alliance), a 
global coaching institute located in Washington DC and has been a member since 2009. As a supporter 
of Women leaders, she facilitates Women's Leadership Forums and is the Co-Chair for the Atlanta 2020 
Women on Boards. 
 
 

Dennis Willkomm 
Agile Coach 
Siemens, AG 
Bonn, Germany 
Dennis.willkomm@siemens.com| n/a 
 
 

Over the last few years, Dennis has learned some things that have greatly influenced his way of working:  
• Good relations are the basis of any cooperation. His personal integrity is the basis for him. 
• There is not only one truth, nor is there right or wrong. Each of us constructs our reality based on 

our own experiences and attitudes. 
• There's so much he doesn't know, and much more that he doesn’t even know he doesn’t know. 

Learning and growing has become an integral part of his personality. 
• We cannot change the world around us, but we can freely choose our reactions. This is related to 

the mindset and your own attitude. His definition of Mindset includes rational thinking, emotional 
parts, and the resulting actions. 
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Workshop	Leaders	
 

Bill Joiner 
Principal 
Changewise, Inc. 
Concord, MA, USA 
bj@changewise.biz | www.changewise.biz 
 
Bill Joiner is a seasoned leadership expert and organizational change 

consultant, with 30 years of experience completing successful engagements with companies based in the 
US, Canada, and Europe. He is co-author of the book Leadership Agility, and co-developer, with Cambria 
Consulting, of the Leadership Agility 360, the only online feedback instrument that assesses research-
based levels of leadership agility. Bill speaks about leadership agility, partners with senior leaders in 
developing high performing teams, creating breakthrough strategies, leading organizational change, and 
redesigning business processes. He also provides leadership workshops and custom-designs and 
implements action learning programs. He is also the designer or co-designer of most Changewise 
consulting and training services. For nine years, Bill served as an adjunct faculty member for the Leadership 
for Change program at Boston College. 
 
He has a BA and MBA from Southern Methodist University and earned his Doctorate in Organization 
Development at Harvard University. 
 
 

Debra Whitestone 
Principal 
Changewise, Inc. 
Concord, MA, USA 
dw@changewise.biz | www.changewise.biz 
 
Debbie Whitestone came to Changewise with 30 years of experience as a change 
agent, working in and with business, government, and “third sector” service 
organizations. A seasoned leadership coach, consultant, and facilitator, she brings 

skilled attention to both process and results, as she works with clients to develop creative solutions to 
serious problems. She employs a systems perspective and especially enjoys working with clients to foster 
constructive communication, understanding, and collaboration across boundaries, whether between 
teams, organizational functions, or professional disciplines.  
 
As a Changewise principal, Debbie is active in sharing the developmental Leadership Agility framework and 
related services with leaders throughout the world. She was a co-developer of the Leadership Agility 360 
and co-designed and co-teaches ChangeWise coach training programs including the Leadership Agility 360 
Coach Certification traning and the companion Developmental Coaching worksop, as well as the 
Leadership Agility Change Lab for managers. 
 
Debbie has a BA in Psychology from Brandeis University; an MSW from New York University; and a 
Doctorate in Administration, Planning, and Social Policy/Applied Social Sciences from Harvard University. 
She was a post-doctoral research associate at the Harvard Business School where she researched and 
wrote business case studies. Her case on People Express Airlines has been a best-seller for over 30 years. 
 
Administrative Support – Linda Smith 
Executive Assistant 
LS@changewise.biz | www.changewise.biz 


